Ibiza offers your team the classic idyll of playing cricket and enjoying a few cold beers in the sun. Outside of 15 Jun - 15 Sep, matches can be arranged against local opposition. [https://www.skyscanner.net/](https://www.skyscanner.net/) is a useful guide to finding flights. When you have confirmed your preferred dates, packages can be arranged to include the following at very competitive rates:

- Discounted accommodation from £20 GBP per person per night.
- Airport Transfers at £12 GBP per person one way.
- Match fees from £100 which includes use of the ground and facilities, drinks and a sandwich at the interval.
- Match transfers (if you want them).
- Touring teams usually stay in one of the following hotels:
  - La Kiki Apartments - good standard, excellent price, good area to stay for all age groups (from £25 per person per night)
  - Hotel Bellamar - 4 star hotel, good choice if crowd are older & more discerning (from £45 per person, per night)
  - Blau Parc - 4 star hotel on sunset strip San Antonio. Very good base, close to town (from £40 per person, per night)
  - Gran Sol - 3 star hotel, next to Blau Parc, good standard but a little more economic (from £30 per person, per night)

For more information contact: info@sports-europe.co.uk
or Telephone: 01233770650 / Mobile: 07840873516